SACRED DOMINION
Our SACRED DIVINITY is our INHERIENT BIRTH RIGHT and is the Divinely Intended Plan. Each
Human is a Sacred Worthy Being who has never done anything wrong and never will! We are
inherently SACRED, worthy and imperfectly perfect, JUST FOR BEING! We are intended to LIVE
WITH EASE. Humans are intended to live Fully, with Passion, Peace, Joy, Bliss, Purpose and
Zeal. Our SACRED PURPOSE is to CO-CREATE HEAVEN ON EARTH in accompaniment with
God’s Divine Spiritual Hierarchy. Humans Choosing Divine Good are God’s Glorious Form in
Physical Expression. Heaven on Earth is the Spiritualization of Matter. All human experiences
and soul incarnations are evolutionary opportunities for Spirit to experience a Unique
Individualized Expression of matter or God Goddess in Human Form.
God’s Fiat: “Man shall have the Gift of Freewill”
As Co-Creator with God, Man has the authority to invoke the presence and service of the
Angelic Hosts, which includes the Elohim. Humans have Dominion over the Kingdoms of the
Spirit-World and the Spiritual Hierarchy. Humans have FREE-WILL. Angels and Elemental’s do
not have free-will.
An opportunity has given to the Celestial Kingdom of Angels to receive the Gift of Free
Will through the embodiment as a Human Master. Angels incarnating into the world of matter
as humans may ascend or evolve becoming Masters of “As Above, So Below”. Human Angels
who attain mastery as Sovereign Crystalline Beings are Co-Creating the Divine Plan of Heaven
on Earth in physical form.
The Seven Archangels correspond with the seven colors of the rainbow. Each Archangel has a
twin flame called an Achaia. There is a repetitive pattern of correspondences through the
rainbow spectrum of seven, for musical notes, colors, Ascended Masters, Elohim, and Ray
Lessons. Every human has 12 legions of angels at their service. Each legion is 144,000. Angels
can only assist humans by a human’s free will and request for assistance.
The Elohim are of the Elemental Kingdom and do not have free will. The Elementals bind the
molecular structure of matter together in physical form. Elementals are in service to God and
humanity, they may only ascend through the Sacred-Heart of an Ascended Human Master. The
Elohim bring into form and out of form all consciously intended, or mis-Intended thoughts,
feelings, and words of humans. Elohim exercise this fohatic power to create or un-create each
form.
The Seven Mighty Elohim and their female counterparts are the Builders of Form. They hold,
bond and bind the molecular structure of the Universe together. The science
of Sacred Geometry shows how atoms repeatedly bond and form molecular structures through
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repetitive geometrical patterns, known as the five Platonic Solids. Each of the platonic solids
represents one of five elements. Earth, Air, Water, Fire, and Ether.
Historically Elemental Beings have not had FREE WILL or an opportunity to Ascend through
the Sacred Heart as Humans do. They are in service to humanity and bring into form all
creations of Humans. Humans are the Sons and Daughters, Gods and Goddess of God, who
have Dominion over the Spirit World and are intended to be the Co-Creators of the Divinely
Intended Plan or of Heaven on Earth. Humans have an opportunity to “Command the LifeEssence of Christ to flow to elementals, to infuse them with rejoicing and newness of being and
the fire and the spirit to bring the earth into a golden-age”. Prophet.
The Elohim are bound Karmically with Humans and carry the heavy burden of poison, toxins
pollutions, hardship, lack, trauma, disease, misery and many miss-creations or missqualifications of humanity. Through the fall of from Grace, humans have forgotten and have
been deprived of the SacredTruth and Knowledge of Divinity and their true purpose to CoCreate, hand in hand with Spirit.
God’s Fiat: is that Man shall have the Gift of Freewill. As Co-Creator with God, Humans have
the authority to invoke the presence and service of the Angelic Hosts thereby freeing all
elementals in the co-creation of Heaven on Earth.
It is through the Power of the Spoken Word that Mankind is a Co-Creator Being creating
Heaven on Earth. The Elohim in service, are then bound through momentum to move out
ahead and bring into form the Sacred Word of incarnated God, Goddess or the mis-qualified
intentions of incarnated souls yet asleep. mis-qualified Forms are those in which humans were
unaware that what they felt, thought and spoke would bring into form these experiences and
actions. Humans are Karmically responsible for every thought, action and feeling they have.
EVERYTHING MATTERS! It is through the Activation of Fohat, the Divine Life Source, and
the Sacred White Fire of Purity at the center of every atom that Human Masters are able to
restore and co-create the Divine Plan. (When Spirit = Electric Fire) merge with (Living Matter =
Fire by Friction) it creates Solar Fire or the Activation of the Solar Light Body! Through this
Christ Consciousness Soul and Spirit are unified restoring divine awareness of being Eternal
Beings in temporary form. This is the SPIRITUALIZATION OF MATTER.

Fohat, is "the animating principle electrifying every atom into life." During the process of
manifestation it is the cosmic energy which produces the differentiation of primordial cosmic
matter to form the different planes. In the manifested Universe, Fohat is the link between spirit
and matter, subject and object. From the Book of Dzyan it is stated: "Fohat is the steed and
thought is the rider."
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Place hand on Sacred Heart and speak out loud through the Power of the Spoken Word.
“The Sacred White Fire of Fohat, Divine Life Source, is activated in me and my life.”
“The Power of the Divine Life Force is activated in me and my life, to fully restore the Divine
Intelligence at the Center of Every Atom of my Sacred Being.”
“I AM vibration, I AM energy, I AM light, I AM frequency, I AM fully alive, I AM divine!”
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